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Abstract

To investigate the involvement of actin filaments in concanavalin A (Con A)-induced cap formation and cytochalasin B (CB)-induced zeiotic knob migration, the distribution of F-actin was studied in Con A-treated and CB-treated Ehrlich ascites tumor cells (EATC) by fluorescence microscopy using heavy meromyosin conjugated with a fluorescent dye, N-(7-dimethylamino-4-methylcoumarinyl) maleimide, (DACM-HMM). In non-treated cells, the diffuse fluorescence of DACM-HMM was observed in the cytoplasm, particularly intensely under the plasma membrane and around the nucleus. In Con A- and CB-treated cells, the fluorescence was seen at Con A-induced-capped and CB-induced-knob-accumulated regions. This fluorescence was more intense in CB-treated cells. To study the actin filaments in these fluorescent regions more clearly, the soluble components of the cells were eliminated by treatment with Triton X-100 or saponin solution containing a low concentration of glutaraldehyde, and the detergent-treated and saponin-treated cells were observed under a transmission electron microscope. Concentrated actin filaments were observed directly beneath the Con A-induced capping area and CB-induced zeiotic knob-accumulation area. The area of concentrated actin filaments appeared to correspond to the electron dense area observed in the identical region in the cells fixed without detergent treatment. More actin filaments were observed in CB-treated cells than in Con A-treated ones.
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It has been proposed that intracellular microfilaments are linked to plasma membrane components and that they control transmembranously the mobility of cell surface proteins (1). In fact, microfilaments attached to isolated membrane fractions have been observed electron microscopically (2, 3). Recently, on the mechanism of surface receptor redistribution, a few models have been proposed in which the role of the cytoskeleton is discussed (4–6). In a preceding paper, we reported the morphology of Con A-induced receptor redistribution (cap formation) in EATC (7). This capping was accompanied by the grouping of microvilli (cell shape change) and by a slight concentration of microfilaments directly beneath the cap region. At a later stage, endocytosis of the Con A receptor complex was also observed. CB has been used to investigate the participation of actin filaments in Con A cap formation in EATC. CB had only a little effect on Con A-induced cap formation itself (8, 9), but caused drastic changes
on the cell surface. At an early stage, zeiotic knobs appeared around the cell surface, and at a later stage, they migrated to one pole of the cell resulting in an asymmetric shape similar to Con A-induced capping cells (8-12). In addition, when the EATC were treated with CB and Con A alternately, CB-induced knobs migrated to the capped region in Con A treated cells while Con A-induced grouping of microvilli occurred at the accumulated knob region in CB-treated cells (9). The same effect was achieved by substituting Con A with cationized ferritin (10, 11).

The response of EATC to some drugs such as Con A and CB is very rapid, and the morphological changes accompanying these responses seem to be closely correlated to the intracellular rearrangement of cytoskeletal components (for a review see reference 6). However, it seems that differences may exist in the effect of these drugs on different cell types. Therefore, the present study was designed to investigate the intracellular cytoskeletal changes during Con A-induced cap formation and CB-induced zeiotic knob migration in EATC. For this purpose, the distribution of F-actin within the cells was studied by fluorescence microscopy using DACM-HMM, and then studied by electron microscopy in which the F-actin was directly observed using cytoskeletons prepared by treatment with the detergents.

Materials and Methods

Cells. Ehrlich ascites tumor cells (EATC) harvested from the abdomen of Swiss mice 6-10 days after ascites cell inoculation (7) were washed three times with Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).

Drugs. Concanavalin A was extracted and purified from jack bean powder (13). N-(7-dimethyl-amino-4-methylcoumarinyl) maleimide (DACM) was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., and cytochalasin B (CB) was purchased from Nakarai Chemical Co. Other chemicals were all of analytical grade.

Preparation of DACM-HMM. Tryptic myosin fragments, heavy meromyosin (HMM), were prepared from rabbit skeletal muscle according to the methods of Yagi and Yazawa (14) and were conjugated with DACM according to the method of Namihisa et al. (15).

Fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescent probing of the cells was performed principally according to the method of Namihisa et al. (15). Cells (2×10⁶ cells/ml) were preincubated at 37°C for 15 min in PBS and incubated with Con A (10 µg/ml) or cytochalasin B (10 µg/ml) at 37°C for 15 min (7). After the incubation, a few drops of cell suspension were placed on a slide glass for 30 sec and air dried. The slide glass was fixed in absolute acetone at 0°C for 5 min, then washed with a washing solution (0.1 M KCl, 5 mM MgCl₂, 6 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) and stained with a few drops of DACM-HMM (2-4 mg/ml) for 1-3 h at room temperature in a moist chamber. Cells were washed with the washing solution for more than 3 h in an ice bath. As a control, DACM-bovine serum albumin (DACM-BSA) or DACM was used instead of DACM-HMM. The cells were observed with a fluorescence microscope (Olympus BH-RFL) with a V filter (450 nm) as an excitation filter and a cutting filter which eliminates waves below 475 nm. Photos were taken with Kodak Tri-X film.

Scanning electron microscopy. As described previously (8), Con A- or CB-treated cells were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution and placed on a poly-L-lysine coated slide glass. The cells were dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, immersed in isoamyl acetate and dried by the critical point drying method. The specimens were coated with Pt-Pd and viewed under a scanning electron microscope (Hitachi HHS-2R) operated at 20 kv.

Transmission electron microscopy. Cells were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution, postfixed with 1% OsO₄, dehydrated in an acetone series, and embedded in Spurr's low viscosity embedding medium. Thin sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and observed under a transmission electron microscope (JEM 100-CX) operated at 80 kv.
Treatment of Triton X-100 or saponin. Con A-treated and CB-treated cells were harvested by centrifugation, and resuspended \(2 \times 10^6\) cells/ml in 0.2% Triton X-100 or 0.2% saponin containing 0.1% glutaraldehyde in PBS. The concentrations of Triton X-100 and saponin were determined by the Trypan blue dye exclusion test. EATC in 0.1% or less of Triton excluded the dye. In order to preserve the cell morphology as much as possible, the lowest concentration of the detergent for preparing cytoskeletal shells was determined to be 0.2%, and mild fixation with 0.1% GA was also done at the same time. After incubation at 37°C for 5 min, cells were further fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde containing 0.1% tannic acid and postfixed with 1% OsO4. Thin sections were obtained as described above. For HMM staining, HMM was added to the cell suspension and incubated for 1 h before fixation with 2.5% glutaraldehyde.

Results

The surface of EATC, which is normally covered with evenly distributed long and thin microvilli, changed characteristically after Con A and CB treatments as reported previously (8). Con A induced the grouping of some of the microvilli to one pole of the cell where the Con A receptors were capped (Fig. 1a). CB caused zeiotic knob formation on the cell surface. These knobs migrated to one pole of the cell resulting in the formation of a protrusion consisting of many zeiotic knobs as the incubation time increased (Fig. 1b). Remaining short microvilli were seen in the same area as zeiotic knobs, and the other hemisphere of the cell was completely devoid of microvilli (Fig. 1b).

These surface changes, which were accompanied by intracellular cytoskeletal changes, were studied by fluorescence and electron microscopy. Specific binding of DACM-HMM to intracellular actin was confirmed by the fact that DACM-BSA or DACM alone did not stain the cells. In the non-treated cells, DACM-HMM were observed around the nucleus and under the plasma membrane, so that the contour of the nucleus was clearly observed in the central

![Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrographs of Ehrlich ascites tumor cells (EATC). (a) Cell treated with Con A (10 μg/ml) at 37°C for 15 min. (b) Cell treated with CB (10 μg/ml) at 37°C for 15 min.](image-url)
region of the cell (Fig. 2a). Fine filaments encircling the nucleus were observed by transmission electron microscopy (Fig. 3a). A few filaments were observed irregularly under the plasma membrane. In Con A-treated cells, the ring pattern of DACM-HMM, which was observed around the nucleus of the control cells, was diminished, and condensation of DACM-HMM was observed at one pole of the capped cells (Fig. 2b, c). The difference in the shape of caps among these cells depended on the difference in the position of the cap on the cell and the degree of completion of the capping process. By transmission electron microscopy, a protrusion consisting of microvilli appeared at one pole of the cells (Fig. 3b). A slightly electron dense area was observed directly beneath the grouped microvilli (Fig. 3c). In CB-treated cells, bright fluorescence of DACM-HMM was observed in most cells at the protrusion of zeiotic knobs (Fig. 2d). By transmission electron microscopy, an electron dense area was observed at the base of grouped zeiotic knobs (Fig. 3d). Ribosomes were completely excluded from this area and filamentous structures were observed in some of these areas.

To investigate further the intracellular change of actin filaments, soluble components in Con A- or CB-treated cells were removed by treatment with Triton X-100 or saponin solution containing a low concentration of glutaraldehyde (GA). For the preparation of cytoskeletal shells of EATC, we first attempted to treat the cells with a low concentration of Triton or saponin alone, but this preparation was not so good for observing the overall cytoskeletal structure because of severe cell damage such as disappearance of the cell contour and leakage of cytoskeletal filaments themselves. Therefore, addition of a low concentration of GA to the detergent solution was tested, and better morphology of the cytoskeletal shell was found to be preserved by treating the cells with 0.1% GA and 0.2% Triton or saponin. The cytoskeletal shells thus obtained were fixed with 2.5% GA containing 0.1% tannic acid. Some preparations were stained with HMM before the fixation with 2.5% GA and 0.1% tannic acid in order to

---

**Fig. 3** Transmission electron micrographs of EATC without detergent treatment. (a) Perinuclear region of control cells. The many fine filaments which run along the nucleus (N) coincide with the fluorescent ring of DACM-HMM shown in Fig. 2a. (b) Con A-induced capped region. Many microvilli group to form a protrusion. At higher magnification of this region (c), a slightly dense amorphous region (arrows) was observed. (d) CB-induced zeiotic knob grouped region. A slightly dense amorphous region (arrows) was observed under the protrusion of zeiotic knobs.

---

**Fig. 2** Fluorescence micrographs of DACM-HMM impregnated EATC. (a) Control cells. (b, c) Cells treated with Con A as in Fig. 1a. (d) Cells treated with CB as in Fig. 1b. (×330)
confirm the existence of F-actin. Even after these treatments, Con A-induced capped areas and CB-induced knob migration areas could be detected easily by transmission electron microscopy, because the characteristic protrusion remained fairly intact (Fig. 4a and Fig. 5a). At the base of these protrusions, fine filaments were clearly observed (Fig. 4b and Fig. 5b), while perinuclear and submembranous filaments, which were observed in control cells, were almost disappeared. These results correspond with the results obtained by fluorescence microscopy shown in Fig. 2. The intracellular features of zeiotic knob grouped areas and Con A cap areas were somewhat different between Triton-treated and non-treated cells. Many filaments, which were not so obvious in non-treated cells, appeared in Triton-treated cells. These filaments were typical in the case of CB-treated cells as shown in Fig. 3d and Fig. 5b. These filaments were shown to be F-actin by the decoration of filaments by HMM (Fig. 4c, d and Fig. 5c, d). As can been seen in Fig. 5b, more filaments gathered in CB-treated cells than in Con A-treated cells (Fig. 4b). Actin filaments were also seen in the knobs themselves.

Discussion

As reported previously, Con A-treated and CB-treated EATC show a similar surface morphology (cell asymmetry); Con A cap and grouped zeiotic knobs (7–9, 11). It is generally believed that these surface changes are accompanied by microfilament reorganization within the cells. There are many reports concerning the cytoskeletal changes of Con A treated cells (for a review, see references 5, 6). The present study is focused on the relationship between the Con A capping and CB-induced knob grouping, and cytoskeletal changes of Con A-treated and CB-treated EATC were observed using DACM-HMM and detergents.

In our experience, cells adhering either to a substratum or to other cells seemed to be more resistant to detergent than free cells suspended in medium. If free cells were treated with detergent alone (for example, 0.2% Triton X-100) without fixative, the overall structures of the cells were disrupted and the orientation of cytoskeletal components was disordered. This may be due to the lack of an intercellular or cell-substratum adhesion site. On the other hand, the cytoskeletal system of cells which are grown on a substratum seems to be remarkably resistant to detergents, and the cytoskeleton of these cells can easily be observed by treatment with detergent alone (16). The treatment with the mixture of detergent and low concentration of GA overcomes these problems for cytoskeletal shell preparation of free cells. The same treatment was used for the immunoelectron microscopic preparations, in which the incorporation of antibody into the cells was required before the fixation (17, 18). We think that this technique will be widely used especially for the observation of the free cell cytoskeleton.

By this technique, some interesting features of intracellular microfilaments were observed. Intracellular microfilaments were gathered under the Con A cap and CB-induced zeiotic knob migration area. This area corresponded to the electron dense
Fig. 5 Transmission electron micrographs of cytoskeletal shells of CB-treated EATC. CB-treated cells were treated with either Triton X-100 (a, b) or saponin (c, d) containing 0.1% GA as in Fig. 4. Micrographs (c) and (d) show the results of HMM treatment. Many more filaments were observed under the CB-induced zeiotic knob grouped region than the Con A-induced cupped region (Fig. 4a, b).

area which was observed in the cells fixed without detergent treatment. We considered this electron dense area to be composed mainly of actin, which could be seen in its filamentous form after removal of the surrounding cytoplasmic materials by detergent treatment. In addition, from the observation of the cytoskeletal shell, it was demonstrated that more actin filaments accumulated directly beneath the CB-induced knob grouped area than beneath the Con A cap. The number of accumulated filaments may correlate closely with the degree of microvilli accumulation; the microvilli of CB-treated cells accumulated completely in the area of the grouped zeiotic knobs (Fig. 1c), while some of those of Con A-treated cells remained distributed over the cell surface. We postulated that the microfilaments in the microvilli were connected to the cytoplasmic microfilaments and that the accumulation of microvilli on the cell surface was associated with the accumulation of microfilaments in the cytoplasm.

On the other hand, it is generally believed that CB binds to the barbed end of F-actin and inhibits addition of monomeric actin to this end, and thus decreasing the total F-actin content (19-23). Therefore, it was expected that actin filament content in EATC should have been decreased after CB treatment. It was also expected that the actin filament content in Con A-treated cells should be higher than that of CB-treated cells, because actin polymerization during Con A-induced capping was observed (24). Our present morphological data, however, showed results opposite to these expectations.

There are two proposed mechanisms of Con A receptor capping, one in which participation of microfilaments is direct (4, 6) and one in which it is indirect (5). Oliver et al. proposed a model in which microfilament-receptor linkages were not directly involved in propelling the receptors (5). This model involves initially the recruitment of microfilaments which produce a characteristic (asymmetric) change in cell shape and the resulting microfilament-membrane interaction (a kind of asymmetric tension) acting inward and along the cell surface leads to the generation of wave which in turn leads to receptor movement into protuberance, the region of accumulated microfilaments (surfboard mechanism). On the other hand, Bourguignon proposed the presence of X protein within the plasma membrane which linked surface receptors to microfilaments, and thus the cytoskeleton has a direct role in receptor redistribution (6). The mechanism of CB-induced knob grouping and the effect of CB on Con A receptor capping have not been clarified yet. Sundqvist et al. showed that CB caused blebs and co-capping of actin and membrane components in the transformed cells (25), whereas, Glenny et al. reported that CB did not cause the redistribution of membrane components (Con A receptors) (26). Mori et al. found that CB treatment itself did not cause the redistribution of Con A receptors in EATC (9).

In spite of this controversy, we consider that these two processes, Con A cap formation and CB knob migration, are closely linked, because, when CB-treated cells with knobs grouped at one pole were incubated with Con A, the Con A-receptor complex also gathered to the base of these knobs, and conversely, when cells already having a Con A cap were treated with CB, zeiotic knobs gathered at the Con A cap area (9,
We have two speculations about these phenomena. One is that microfilaments used for Con A capping may be different from those used for CB-knob migration. The other is that the cells gained polarity by the first treatment with Con A or CB, and this polarity caused the second migration of CB-knobs or the Con A-receptor complex to this polarized region. This polarity may be closely correlated to the "asymmetry" proposed by Oliver et al. (5). Their model does not resolve the mechanisms of all events occurred in EATC completely, however, it explains how Con A receptors redistribute into regions of existing microfilament accumulation. So, we are now interested in the "surfboard mechanism" proposed by them.
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